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To be Earth’s most 
customer-centric company

Our mission:



Start with the customer
and work backwards

Where innovation begins:



There are many advantages 
to a customer-centric approach, 
but here’s the big one: 

Customers are always
beautifully, wonderfully 
dissatisfied, even when 
they report being happy 
and business is great. 

Even when they don’t yet 
know it, customers want 
something better, and your 
desire to delight customers 
will drive you to invent 
on their behalf.”

Jeff Bezos
2016 letter to shareholders

“



1994 m Founded

1995 m Amazon.com

1998 m CDs and DVDs

2006 m AWS

2007 m Kindle

2011 m Video

2012 m Groceries

2014 m Alexa/Echo

2015 m Bookstores

2017 m Go

http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=176060&p=irol-corporatetimeline



How do we organize for innovation?

Culture

Customer obsession, hire builders, let them build, 
support them with a belief system

Mechanisms

Encoded behaviors that facilitate innovative thinking

Architecture

Structure that supports rapid growth and change

Organization

Small, empowered teams that own what they create
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Every one of 
us is a leader 

on our mission

Deliver 
results

Bias for action

Ownership

Customer obsession

Learn and be curious

Invent and simplify

Hire and develop the best

Frugality

Are right, a lot

Dive deep

Insist on the highest standards

Earn trust

Think big

Have backbone, disagree, and commit

… unless you know
better ones



Leaders expect and require innovation and invention from 
their teams and always find ways to simplify. They are externally 
aware, look for new ideas from everywhere, and are not limited 
by “not invented here.” As we do new things, we accept that 
we may be misunderstood for long periods of time.

Invent and simplify



Willingness to 
be misunderstood 
for a long time 



75
price reductions 

(since 2006)

1,957
new services and features 

introduced in FY18

Millions 
of monthly active customers



Speed matters in business. Many decisions 
and actions are reversible and do not need 
extensive study. We value calculated risk taking.

Bias for action



Is it a one-way or 
a two-way door?
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Use it to get clarity, not 
to document what you’ve 
already decided to do

Working backwards 
is a process

Customer

Press 

release

FAQ

Visuals



Who is the customer?
Be specific about their 

context and needs





Artifacts from the working backwards process

Press release FAQs Visuals



FAQs

Include both customer FAQs 
and internal FAQs

Include the hard questions

Share your press release 
early to gather questions

Sample customer FAQs

1. How is this different from what 
Amazon offers me today?

2. Can I get a refund if I’m dissatisfied?

3. Are there things I need to manage or keep track of?

4. How much does this cost? 

Sample internal FAQs

1. What decisions and guidance do we need today?

2. What customer feedback have we collected so far?

3. What will customers be most disappointed in?

4. What other options did we consider and reject?

5. What are our MLP features?

6. What are our hotly debated topics?

7. Are we stepping through any “one-way doors”?

8. Who is the single-threaded leader?



Visuals

Show the customer experience

Rough idea—rough drawing

Match fidelity to 
maturity of your idea

Don’t be afraid to be provocative



We read, discuss, 
debate, and ask 
questions
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A shift to 
microservices 
• Single-purpose

• Connect only through hardened APIs 

• Largely “black boxes” to each other

• Business logic and data 
accessible only through APIs
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Self-service platforms
without gatekeepers
Creating powerful self-service 
platforms that enable builders to 
use the right tool for the right job
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Amazon hires 
builders and 
lets them build



Two-pizza teams 
are fast and agile, 
fostering ownership 
and autonomy

Small, decentralized 

teams are nimble

Own and run 

what you build



Experiment early 
and frequently





Learn from failures

Fire phone

Auctions, 
zShops, 

Marketplace
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Invention comes in many forms 

and at many scales. The most radical 

and transformative of inventions are 

often those that empower others

to unleash their creativity—

to pursue their dreams.”

Jeff Bezos
Founder and Chief Executive Officer

Amazon.com, Inc.

“
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AWS Training and Certification for the enterprise
Resources to help your organization build cloud skills and achieve business objectives

Cost savings 

(TCO)

Staff 

productivity

Operational 

resilience
Business

agility

Digital training Classroom training AWS Certification Enterprise resources Talent pipeline

Comprehensive skill development plan for broad cloud fluency

Visit aws.amazon.com/training/enterprise



AWS Professional Services

Accelerate your business outcomes

AWS Training  and Certification

Build skills and validate expertise

AWS Managed Services

Operate your AWS infrastructure on your behalf

AWS Support

Break-fix, issue resolution, and 

proactive guidance

AWS IQ

On-demand help from AWS 

certified third-party experts

AWS customer enablement
Migrate and build faster in the cloud

APN Partners

A global network with deep AWS expertise



Thank you!
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